
Historical Places 

in Textbook
Course Teacher Information:

Ms Huang is a Chinese teacher at Mission Hills School. She likes reading Chinese and foreign classics . 

She`d like to pass on the fun of reading to students. In the teaching of reading, she is committed to 

lead students to read and explore, feeling the charm of language, and at the same time feeling the 

traditional Chinese culture,which improving their reading literacy.

With the classic works in the textbooks for primary school students as the clue, read the books and 

approach cultural relics, feeling the Chinese civilization, inheritting the traditional culture. As the 

saying says, “while reading ten thousand books, travel ten thousand miles” .

Basic Information Overview

Year Group (s) P1 - P2

Teacher Source Ms Tracy Huang, BMH Teacher

Number of lessons 1 per week, 11 sessions in Term 1

Language Chinese

Venue Oak Classroom, O202

Class Time Tuesday, 3:45—4:45PM

Course Overview

Enrollment Criteria Students who love history and culture can join us.

Engage and Assess
In the first weeks of the course, Students will read classic articles and watch CCTV documentary 

"Travel with Books". It will lead children go deep in the field, touch historical sites and understand the 

characters and stories behind the words.

Explore and 
Develop

In the middle weeks of the course, students will explore traditional Chinese culture through activities, 

such as tea ceremony, salt making technology, bridge model making and other activities to 

accumulate a cultural heritage.

Refine and Present
In the final weeks of the course, students will read ten around  classic masterpieces and watch 

documentaries to truly understand the cultural and historical knowledge behind the articles. They will 

discuss and explore interesting Chinese culture in fun activities with peers.

Parent Engagement 
Opportunity

Will share class photos or videos with parents by Seesaw

Others


